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THE NORWOOD REVIEW
The Norwood Review is published four times a year, in Spring, Summer,
Autumn and Winter. The deadline for each issue is one month earlier. The next
edition of the Review will appear in December 2010. Contributions should be
sent, no later than 15th November, to the Editorial Board, The Norwood
Review, 47 Ross Road, London SE25 6SB (Tel: 020 8653 0402). Would
contributors please give their ‘phone number, address and e-mail address.
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CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
In spite of a vigorous opposition campaign the Secretary of State has decided,
conditionally, to indicate that he will approve the Masterplan scheme for the
development of Crystal Palace Park. It will be necessary to ensure that the
extent and quality of all work associated with the scheme meets conditions and
all other requirements.
The 3-day appeal hearing for the latest scheme for Cumberlow Lodge (92
dwellings and a nursing/care home) has taken place, and the Norwood Society
presented its evidence, together with local residents and the Conservation
Panel. We now have to await the Inspector’s decision.
The latest scheme for Railway Buildings (the forecourt area of Norwood
Junction Station) was deferred by the Planning Committee on 14th January
2010, and is due for further consideration on 2nd September. In the meantime a
wide-ranging scheme for improvements to the Station and its surrounds is
about to begin. This scheme is generated by the need for improvements
following the Overground extension of the East London Line, which of course
now includes Norwood Junction.
The Norwood Review continues to attract praise and compliments from its
readers, including an unsolicited compliment from Lady Weatherill following
the issue about the Royal Normal College for the Blind. We receive more
articles than it is possible to print, and they sometimes have to be edited to fit
the space available.
Our website has attracted enquiries (and
material for articles) from this country
and abroad, and we have been as helpful
as possible in answering them, calling in
where appropriate local history
departments of Lambeth, Croydon and
other sources of information.

EricThe
Kings
NORWOOD
SOCIETY

Right: Cumberlow Lodge
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
With this issue you will find enclosed an invitation to "Music at the Palace",
which is a musical biography of Sir August Manns, jointly organised by the
Crystal Palace Foundation, the Sydenham Society and the Norwood Society.
Throughout his 46 year tenure as a Conductor and Musical Director he built up
and maintained the Crystal Palace's reputation as a centre of innovation and
excellence.
Do come to the Church of St Bartholomew on 9h October, let the actors tell
you Sir August's life story and listen to some of the works by renowned
composers that were introduced to London audiences for the first time at the
Crystal Palace.
See back of enclosed invitation for booking details by post.

Anna Lines
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ENGLISH HERITAGE
BLUE PLAQUE
FOR MARIE STOPES
Marie Stopes, promoter of sex
education and birth control, was
commemorated with an English
Heritage Blue Plaque on Thursday
29 July at her childhood residence,
28 Cintra Park. Members of Marie
Stopes’s family attended the
unveiling including her daughterin-law, Dr Mary Stopes-Roe, and
her grandsons Jonathan, who
unveiled the plaque, and
Christopher Stopes-Roe.
Marie Stopes was at the forefront
of the movements for sex
education and birth control in the
1920s and 1930s. The impact of her early books was vast, not just in promoting
safe contraception – and discussion of it – but in shaping the modern
assumption of sex being the pleasure of both partners. She was, in the words of
one commentator, ‘the eloquent Dr Ruth of interwar England’, though her
influence extended worldwide. In 1921 Marie Stopes opened Britain’s first
birth control clinic at 61 Marlborough Road, Upper Holloway, N19, and in
1930 she was among the founders of the National Birth Control Council, later
the Family Planning Association.
Born in Edinburgh on 15 October 1880, Marie Stopes pursued her education
with great passion. She took a first in botany at UCL in 1902; two years later
she was awarded a PhD in botany at Munich – the first woman to achieve this
– and became the first female member of the science faculty at the University
of Manchester, where she lectured in palaeobotany (1904-7). Stopes first
gained prominence as an expert on fossil plants, publishing The Constitution of
Coal in 1918; the terms she devised for coal are, with modifications, still used.
She went on to study in Japan (1907), became a fellow of UCL (1910), and
lectured widely.
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Stopes’s academic success was not mirrored in her personal life. After several
unsatisfactory relationships, and the failure of her hasty marriage in 1911 to
Canadian botanist Reginald Ruggles Gates, she became drawn to the cause of
promoting sex education and contraception. Using frank language that pushed
contemporary boundaries, Stopes wrote numerous books and pamphlets,
prominent among them Married Love and Wise Parenthood (both 1918), and
Radiant Motherhood (1920). Married Love was reprinted seven times within a
year, and by 1938, had sold 820,000 copies worldwide.
It was through the birth control movement that she met her second husband and
collaborator Humphrey Vernon Roe, brother and business partner of A.V. Roe,
the aircraft designer. They were married in 1918 and set up Britain’s first birth
control clinic – in Holloway - North London, three years later. A national
network of clinics followed, which existed to provide advice and support to
young women seeking advice on birth control options; this did not include
abortion, which remained illegal in any circumstances until 1967. Marie Stopes
died in 1958 and her network of clinics went into receivership in 1975. The
present-day organisation, Marie Stopes International, was started the following
year.
Howard Spencer, an English Heritage Historian, commented: “Marie Stopes
was truly a remarkable woman, who did much to promote birth control and sex
education, and to advance the liberation of women. Her messages were
unpalatable to many contemporaries and she remains in some respects a
controversial figure, but it cannot be doubted that she did much to reduce the
misery of unplanned pregnancies, and to blast away Victorian taboos about sex.
English Heritage is delighted to commemorate Marie Stopes’s life’s work by
unveiling a blue plaque in honour of her significant achievements”.
‘Kenwyn’, Cintra Park, Upper Norwood was Stopes’s first London home to
which she was brought by train from Edinburgh in December 1880. This
handsome double-fronted house was given the number 8 in 1890, and survives,
little altered, as the present 28 Cintra Park. It was here that Marie and her
younger sister Winnie were home-educated by their mother. Marie Stopes
recalled being ‘brought up in the rigours of the stern Scottish old-fashioned
Presbyterianism… special books were kept for Sunday reading; no toys were
allowed’.
Press release and photographs published with the permission of English
Heritage. Our thanks also go to Julia Heard.
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AUGUST MANNS
August Manns was Musical
Director of the Crystal Palace from
1855 to 1901, and made two very
important contributions to English
music. One was his role in bringing
to the fore the vital contribution to
music performances by the
orchestral conductor. The other was
to introduce the works of
Schumann, Brahms, Dvorak,
Schubert, Sir Arthur Sullivan and
many others to sceptical English
audiences.
When in 1854 Queen Victoria
opened the rebuilt Crystal Palace on
Sydenham Hill Henry Schallehen, a
German ex-military bandmaster,
was appointed Musical Director. In
turn he appointed August Manns as
assistant-conductor and clarinettist.
The first performance took place in
front of the Queen at the opening
ceremony.

August Manns Spy Cartoon 1895

Unfortunately, when August Manns was asked to compose something special
for a Grand Fête to raise money for widows and orphans of troops fighting in
the Crimean, and did so, Schallehen claimed it as his own, and this created a
rift between him and Manns which resulted in Manns being dismissed.
Understandably, Manns reacted strongly to the injustice and gave the matter
well-deserved publicity in the press. This aroused such passion that Schallehen
was dismissed and Manns was given his post, and held it for many years.
August Manns was also German, and grew up in a large family which cared
very much about music, and helped the children to play instruments. In 1857
Manns married Sarah Ann Williams, and the couple moved to 135 Knights Hill
(which survives), where their only child Auguste Kate Frederica was born.
-6-
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Over the years from 1864 they moved to 174 Kirkdale, Sydenham (which also
still survives), Balham High Road, Dulwich Wood Park and Central Hill Upper
Norwood. They finally settled at Gleadale, 4 Harold Road, Upper Norwood in
about 1891.
In 1903 Manns was both knighted and made an honorary Doctor of Music in
recognition of his services to music, and in 1906 he and his wife made a last
move to White Lodge, Biggin Hill, where he died in 1907. Sadly, there were no
descendents as his only child died in her twenties. When Manns lived at
Kirkdale he was very near St Bartholomew’s church where his friend Sir
George Grove worshipped. In 1893 Manns collaborated with Dr Frederick
Shinn, the organist and choirmaster of the church, in producing ‘A catalogue of
the Principal Instrumental and Choral Works performed at the Saturday
Concerts (1855-1895)’ and ‘Forty Seasons of Saturday Concerts at the Crystal
Palace: a retrospect and an appeal’ (Crystal Palace Company, 1896).
On Manns’ 70th birthday in 1895 Sir George Grove paid him the following
tribute:
‘We have to express our gratitude for your
efforts at the head of the Crystal Palace
orchestra by which the works of many of the
great composers have been introduced to
England, in a manner well worthy of the fame
of those great men. No Englishman could
have given more encouragement to our native
school than you have given by your cordial
behaviour to our composers and performers,
by the extraordinary pains you have bestowed
upon their works, and the careful and
brilliant performances by which you have
introduced them to the public. As your first
friend in this country, I may be permitted to
acknowledge the honour and gratification
which I have felt at working by your side for
many years, and the pleasure which our
uninterrupted friendship has given me.’
A fitting tribute to a man who gave so much
August Manns monument
in West Norwood Cemetery
to the world of music.
To read the full version of this article go to
http://www.norwoodsociety.co.uk/review/augustmanns.shtml
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BEST WISHES FROM NORWOOD HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
IN ADELAIDE IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA-APRIL 2010
During a recent five week tour of Australia starting in Sydney in New South
Wales and then visiting Canberra and Melbourne we began a 5 day tour called
‘The Great Ocean Road Tour’ to Adelaide. On arriving in this delightful part
of South Australia we were able to spend four days (including the famous
Barossa Wine Valley) and have the opportunity to visit and stay in the historic
North Terrace of Adelaide itself very near to the districts of Norwood and
Kensington. The North Terrace comprises many heritage buildings including
Government House, the main Railway Station, some famous Hotels and the
incredible Botanical Gardens as well as the major statues of Queen Victoria
and Edward VIIth alongside Government House and a Cenotaph for those who
died in the two World Wars.
This visit arose from an email in 2005 from Beth, one of the Committee
members of Norwood Historical Association, who had found the Society’s new
website. We exchanged correspondence and then she joined the Norwood
Society as our first South Australian member. In 2006 I was not able to visit
-8-
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Adelaide itself whilst attending The Commonwealth Games but said that we
would try and make it at a later date as we had a growing band of relatives to
catch up with in NSW, Canberra and Melbourne and that opportunity came in
the Spring of this year.
We agreed to meet up for breakfast on the morning of 15th April prior to our
departure for Perth in Western Australia. Much to our surprise virtually the
whole Committee including The President, Chairman and Secretary joined us
in one of the local cafés in the Norwood Parade which is their main street and
over breakfast we talked about our histories and exchanged documentation and
publications such as ‘The Phoenix Suburb’ and The Norwood Review edition
covering 50th Anniversary celebration. Afterwards we visited the local Town
Hall which is valued as an historic building rather similar to Croydon’s old
Town Hall and it is still in use as an Administrative centre including a concert
hall.
Later in the morning we toured the district by car to see other buildings and then
finished at Loreto College which had been the home of a Sir Edwin Smith, (see
opposite) a famous South Australian and Adelaide politician and benefactor in
the late 19th century. This house and grounds remind you of Norwood Grove
with its Victorian features and its immediate grounds. There is also a touch of
Virgo Fidelis since the Convent and eventual college for educating young ladies
acquired the site but also continues to maintain the original buildings and has
established a small museum covering the local history.
This has to be a very
condensed report but
hopefully creates a
stronger link between
the two Norwoods. Our
thanks to Brian Essery
especially and Beth for
enabling us to meet up in
Adelaide and experience
some of their heritage.

Peter Austin
Vice-President
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THE NORWOOD AUTHOR
Arthur Conan Doyle & the
Norwood Years (1891-1894)
by Alistair Duncan
(London: MX Publishing, 2010) 214pp
(including bibliography and index)
ISBN 9781904312697 £9.99
Alistair Duncan, who lives in South
Norwood, is a Sherlock Holmes
enthusiastic and a member of the
Sherlock Holmes Society of London.
He has written a ‘mini-biography’ of
Holmes’s creator, dealing with the
period of his residence at 12 Tennison Road,
South Norwood from the end of June 1891 until late September 1894.
Arthur Conan Doyle was already an established and successful author when he
left his medical practice in Southsea and moved with his wife Louise (‘Touie’)
and daughter to lodgings in Montague Place near the British Museum,
attempting to set up as an eye specialist in Upper Wimpole Street, in March
1891. It is recorded that not a single potential patient rang his bell and in June
that year he took a lease of the large house in
then semi-rural South Norwood determined to
live solely by his writing. The period of his
Norwood residence was a particularly fruitful one
in terms of his literary career, although his
personal life was marked by tragedy at this time.
Sherlock Holmes had already made his
appearance in the novels A Study in Scarlet and
The Sign of Four, but it was during the Norwood
period that his creator wrote the first of his series
of short stories for the Strand Magazine which
were collected as The Adventures of Sherlock
Holmes (1892) and The Memoirs of Sherlock
Holmes (1894). Conan Doyle, who loved to
- 10 -
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write grand historical romances – Micah Clarke
had been published in 1889 and The White
Company in 1891 – killed off his great detective
after an epic struggle with the evil Professor
Moriarty on the Reichenbach falls in ‘The Final
Problem’, written and published during his
Norwood period. Of course, his outraged
readers demanded the return of their fictional
hero and Sherlock Holmes reappeared a few
years later in the story The Empty House. The
novel The Hound of the Baskervilles, perhaps the
best-known of all the Sherlock Holmes stories ,
was published in 1902 and the very last story,
Shoscombe Old Manor, appeared in 1927, three
years before the author’s death.

Holmes And Moriarty
Struggle at the
Reichenbach Falls

Alistair Duncan deals with other aspects of Conan Doyle’s literary career
during his Norwood years. I did not know that he had collaborated with JM
Barrie in writing the libretto for a light opera called Jane Annie, or the Good
Conduct Prize – the music was composed by Edward Ford, a pupil of Sir
Arthur Sullivan – at the famous Savoy Theatre in May 1893. The opera, set in
a girls’ boarding school, sounds perfectly dreadful and it was a resounding
failure, although, astonishingly, it ran for fifty performances. But Conan
Doyle’s one-act play, Waterloo, starring the great Sir Henry Irving, enjoyed
greater success when it was performed in September 1894.
Tragedy struck when Conan Doyle’s father,
Charles Doyle, died in early October 1893. In the
same month Touie was diagnosed with
tuberculosis, what was then known as ‘galloping
consumption’, and the doctors gave her only a few
months to live. Her husband took her immediately
to Davos in Switzerland. She did not die and,
although she remained an invalid, Touie lived until
1906. Meanwhile, although this was a few years
after he left Norwood, Arthur fell passionately in
love with a young woman called Jean Leckie
(left). They eventually married in 1907.
- 11 -
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As a famous author, Conan Doyle spent much time
travelling during his Norwood residence, but he did
play a prominent part in two aspects of local life, in
summer with the Norwood Cricket Club, for whom
he played for four seasons, and in the other
seasons with the Upper Norwood Literary and
Scientific Society, of which he was President in
1892 and 1893. He played in his first game for
Norwood (against Addiscombe) on 30th June
1891, only days after moving into Tennison Road.
Duncan not only mentions Conan Doyle’s Norwood
cricket career in the text, but provides an appendix
with verbatim reports from the Norwood News. We
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle learn that in the 1891 season the new member had
already ‘greatly assisted with both bat and ball’. In
1892 he scored 104 against Dulwich on the 6th August. He was described as the
‘most consistent bat’ in the team. As a bowler he had obtained 44 wickets at a
cost of 10 runs per wicket. In the same year he played against Norwood in a
team of literary gentlemen, the Idlers, in ‘miserable weather’. The visitors beat
Norwood narrowly, by 13 runs, although Conan Doyle scored only 17 on this
occasion. The Idlers’ team included his younger brother Innes and the writers
Eden Phillpotts and EW Hornung, the latter of whom was to marry his sister
Connie. Jerome K Jerome, author of Three Men in a Boat, acted as scorer for
the Idlers. In 1893 he had ‘fallen a victim to the allurements of golf’, but in
1894 it was stated that his ‘steady play’ had been of ‘incalculable service’ to
the club and regret was expressed at his intention of leaving the district. It
would cause a ‘serious loss’ to the club
The Upper Norwood Literary and Scientific Society met in the Welcome Hall
(later the Foresters’ Hall) in Westow Street and also at the Royal Normal
College for the Blind in the same street during the autumn and winter months
for lectures and debates. A second appendix prints facsimiles of articles and
advertisements from the Norwood News. The programme for 1893/4 featured
a lecture by Conan Doyle himself on ‘Some Facts About Fiction’, another by
Frederic Myers on ‘Recent Evidences As to Man’s Survival of Death’, one on
travels in the Andes ‘illustrated by photos and sketches by the lecturer, and
shown by oxy-hydrogen light’. There was also a lecture on Morocco, illustrated
- 12 -
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by lantern slides and with the lecturer appearing in native costume. During his
Norwood period Conan Doyle joined the Society for Psychical Research (SPR)
which had been founded in 1882 to investigate Spiritualism and other
paranormal phenomena. Two other members of the Upper Norwood Literary
and Scientific Society, ACR Williams who was Conan Doyle’s solicitor and
HBM Buchanan, Secretary of the Society, also joined the SPR. It is still in
existence and publishes a learned journal, although it does not have the highprofile members today that it boasted at the end of the 19th century. It was
only many years later that Conan Doyle became an avowed and believing
Spiritualist and he devoted the latter years of his life to this cause.
Alistair Duncan’s book is packed with interesting information and is copiously
illustrated. There are pictures of many of the people mentioned in the book
and photographs of local scenes both in the early 1890s and today. A blue
plaque was affixed to 12 Tennison Road in 1973 and the former Farley Road
was renamed Doyle Road. There is a block of flats called Baskerville Court
close to Selhurst railway station.
The book is really aimed at Conan Doyle enthusiasts, who will acquire detailed
knowledge of his life in Norwood that is not dealt with in any depth in general
biographies. Those interested in the history of the Norwood Cricket Club will
find much to fascinate them here. I had never heard of the
Upper Norwood Literary and Scientific Society and it is
a topic that would merit further research and study.
Readers who want to learn more about Conan Doyle
should read a good general biography.
Alistair Duncan lists several in his
bibliography. He gives ISBN numbers,
but does not give publication dates nor
does he say which are in print. I have on
my shelves The Life of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle by the crime writer John Dickson
Carr. It is a lively and comprehensive
read and I found it useful to refer to while
writing this review. It was first published
in 1949 and is mentioned in Duncan’s
bibliography.
12 Tennison Road

Richard Lines
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GERALD MASSEY – CHARTIST, POET, RADICAL & FREETHINKER
First published 1995, revised 2009 by David Shaw. Buckland Publications.
£14.12.
Gerald Massey was born in a poor family in Tring in 1828. He gained literacy
by attending a ‘penny school’ run by a Church, and at Sunday School read the
Bible, Wesleyan religious tracts and works by John Bunyan. As early as 1843
he had submitted poems for publication, and had one (‘Hope’) published by
the Aylesbury News. This encouraged him to seek his future in London where
he was a delivery boy who visited bookstalls and read widely. He was attracted
to the Chartist Movement and its aim to achieve a full and secret franchise for
everyone over 21, but its influence gradually declined.
Other organisations sprang up arguing for social reform and this gave Massey
an opportunity to show his talent as a poet and writer. He then became the
secretary of the Co-operative Association of Working Tailors.
That
Association set out to cut out the ‘middle man‘ and deal directly with
customers, thus improving the income of the tailors. In 1850 Massey met
Rosina Knowles, a clairvoyant, and later married her. He became a professed
radical and freethinker and lectured on a wide range of subjects.
In about 1851 he published a collection of his poems entitled ‘Voices of
Freedom’ which included some which were political and some which were
about romantic love. Massey was always in financial difficulties and, with his
wife, gave demonstrations of mesmerism. He wrote articles on John Milton’s
and Tennyson’s poems, and reviews of Wordsworth’s and Poe’s works.
Massey then decided to go into lecturing more or less full-time, and announced
his availability to give 44 lectures on a variety of subjects on tour. His
lecturing venture did not relieve his financial troubles, and therefore he
became book-keeper to the publisher John Chapman. In 1854 he published a
further selection of his poems, including one that attracted praise called ‘The
Ballad of Babe Christabel’. It was so successful that it went to five editions,
although Massey gained little financial reward for it. It had some influence on
the work of George Eliot. Alfred Tennyson, John Ruskin and Thomas Carlyle
were sent copies and responded with comments. Massey also established
contact with Samuel Smiles.
He wrote articles on the poetry of Thomas Hood and Alfred Tennyson which
attracted favourable comment. His blank verse poem ‘Craigcrook Castle’ was
- 14 -
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initially successful, but sales then were
disappointing. He was however successful in
gaining a reputation for reviewing books, and
did so for ‘The Atheneum’. Without salaried
employment however his finances were in a
parlous state, and he applied for a pension
from the Civil List. Although this attracted
a gift of £100 his financial troubles
persisted, and a second application brought
him a pension of £70 per year. Massey’s
book reviews had caused him to develop an
interest in Shakespeare’s sonnets, but this did
not produce an income, and he had to be
helped financially by patrons. During 1865
Massey devoted himself to writing a major work on
Shakespeare’s Sonnets, and completed it in
October. His lectures went well, but in 1874,
in advancing his theories of man’s origin, and
in doing so casting doubt on the accepted
interpretations of the Old Testament, one meeting finished up in uproar.
By 1881 he had completed the first two volumes of a controversial major work
‘A Book of the Beginnings’ Reviewers did not know what to make of it and
some condemned or ridiculed it. In general he argued, on the basis of
evolutionary theory, that civilisation and religion throughout the world began
with the Negro race in Africa.
Massey’s next two volumes entitled ‘The Natural Genesis’ continued his
theme. He embarked on a second American tour but his lectures were seen by
some as a denial of Christianity. One reviewer described a lecture as having
‘magnificent vagueness and unequalled unintelligibility’, and concluded that
‘Colney Hatch* would afford him the quiet and seclusion necessary for this
purpose’.
In 1890 Massey moved to 266 Lordship Lane, East Dulwich, and met Dr
Albert Churchward of Erroll Lodge, 206 Selhurst Road, South Norwood, a
general practitioner and senior freemason who shared some of Massey’s
theories. He then moved to 11 Warminster Road, South Norwood in 1893, He
continued to work on the third part of his trilogy, but in 1903 found himself yet
- 15 -
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again in financial difficulties and moved to a more modest property at ‘Redcot’
24 South Norwood Hill. He then published his third book ‘Ancient Egypt: the
Light of the World’ in 1907.
Massey did not live long after the publication of his last book and died in
October 1907. H Keatley Moore from the Town Hall, Croydon mentioned that
Croydon Library had purchased an autographed copy of ‘Ancient Egypt’ in
which Massey had added a verse saying that it was not every borough that
could boast of a living poet amongst its burgesses. He left his family of his
wife and 3 unmarried daughters without very much financial support, and
appeals were made on their behalf. They moved to 43 Casewick Road, West
Norwood in 1912, and eventually to 7 Stodart Road Penge.

Eric Kings
* A lunatic asylum

OPEN HOUSE
LONDON
KINGSWOOD HOUSE
Sunday 19th September
1.00 pm – 4.30 pm
Under the auspices of Open House London, the capital’s greatest
architectural showcase, there will be guided tours of this Grade 2 listed
building which is situated within the Kingswood Estate in Seeley Drive,
SE21.
Kingswood House was built by John Lawson Johnson of Bovril fame and
was also the home of William Vestey when he became Baron Vestey of
Kingswood.
Do take this opportunity to view the displays of local history and to enjoy
the demonstration of hand-spinning. Listen to the Beckenham Concert
Orchestra playing on the terrace and don’t go home before you have had a
cream tea.
- 16 -
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LAMBETH ARCHIVES OPEN DAY
Saturday 25th September 2010. 10am – 5pm
Film screenings, talks, exhibition and workshops
52 Knatchbull Road, SE5 – 020 7926 6076
(ADMISSION FREE)

The theme of this year’s Archives open day is film. Come and find out about
some of the hidden stories of the silver screen: from the home movies that
local people made to the big films that were shot on location here; the social
life of cinema-going to the way that we now use film to record ordinary
people’s life histories.
TALKS & FILMS EXHIBITION OF ORIGINAL ART &
PHOTOGRAPHS ARCHIVES ENQUIRY DESK REFRESHMENTS
LOCAL SOCIETIES BOOK STALLS
Talks & Films in the Michael Church
10.30–11.45am

In the Shadow of the Lamp: Irish nurses in 1950s Lambeth
Anne Ward, Lambeth Archives

11.45am–12.30pm The making of Black Joy: the 1979 film that helped redefine
Brixton as the centre of Black London
Sally Shaw
12.30–1.15pm

The history of home movies: how amateur film makers
represent their communities
David Cleveland

2–2.45pm

Stories from the Stockwell War Memorial

2.45–3.30pm

Brink of change – Unsung Heroes: lives on the Clapham
Park Estate
Charlotte Bill

3.30–4.15pm

The Ladies’ Bridge: the story of the women who rebuilt
Waterloo Bridge
Karen Livesey

4.15–5pm

Going to the pictures: a local history of the cinema
Robert Holden

Naomi Klein

For more information visit: www.lambeth.gov.uk/archivesopenday
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THE LONDON CITY MISSION
The London City Mission came to South Norwood in 1880. At first it met in
the Board’s schoolrooms in Birchanger Road. Then, for two years, the
congregation met in a tent still in Birchanger Road. Its more permanent
address soon became ‘The Tent’, Portland Road. Announcements and
reporting of its activities were done under the heading of ‘The Tent – Portland
Road’ in the local newspaper.
Those of us educated in Church of England primary schools were raised with
the image of missionaries as being always men, usually white haired, sitting
outside a tent. So it was in South Norwood: everybody knew ‘The Tent’, heard
the singing of hymns and inspirational temperance sermons. In one a preacher
offered to give £5 to anyone who could prove alcohol not to be a poison.
It is very probable that ‘The Tent’ was one from J.A. Clapp’s Dundee Works
in Carmichael Road. Here tents, and flags of all nations and the poles upon
which they proudly flew, were manufactured. As were local sunblinds, corn
sacks and coal sacks. It was ‘boards in winter, the tent in summer’.
This was how the London City Mission began in South Norwood, but why did
it come? It was invited to venture here because South Norwood had a
population of around 30 000 of which only 17% or some 5000 attended church
– there was plenty of room for another church. There was evangelical work to
be done.
The aim of the Mission was to preach the Gospels and thereby lead people to
church or chapel. It held no denomination, wasn’t in competition and freely
encouraged attendance at any church.
Then, as until recently, the Mission did much of its work by going out into the
locality and knocking on doors. In its early days it focused on the community
at Blind Corner, a hamlet that preceded South Norwood, and at one time it was
briefly based there.
Blind Corner is the area where Harrington Road sweeps around into Love
Lane, and would have included Harrington Road tram stop. According to
London City Mission, this was a particularly ‘miserable’ place.
- 18 -
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The present dark brick building standing in Portland Road on the corner of
Pembury Road was built adjacent to ‘The Tent’. It opened on Tuesday 1st
October 1889 to the rousing hymn ‘Oh God Our Help in Ages Past’ led by the
missionary, Mr Browne.
Mr. F. King was the architect and he designed a building plain, but very neat
looking on the outside. The interior is about 50 feet long, thirty feet wide and
is capable of seating 300 people. It is lofty and airy, well ventilated and lighted
and had two stoves, one on each side. Originally there were pine seats,
favourably remarked upon by those who used them because they were ‘neat
and comfortable’. The building retains excellent acoustic properties. At the
time it was pronounced one of the best and most comfortable buildings of the
London City Mission.
The estimated cost was £800 for which, when it opened, £400 had been
received. The Norwood News reported that, beset with initial financial
anxieties, Mr. Frank King (the then Superintendent) and Mr. F. Fishwick (then
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer)…. eventually found rest for the souls of their
feet by the aid rendered them by the ‘Special Services Commission of the City
Mission’. Another £150 was sought to build an extension at the rear of the
hall. This would be used as a classroom, tea room and for prayer meetings.
Later the room would be used as a base for the Girls’ Brigade.
The present building, like almost all churches, is different now from what it
was when it opened. Extensive renovation added a spacious basement and
hutted rooms have been added at the rear. The iron railings were lost and were
eventually replaced by a low wall.
It was believed that a ‘vast number of the population who never went to church
at all would go into a hall such as that – attracted by the simpleness of the
place’. Furthermore, … the men and women of the working classes did not
care about going to churches and chapels and sitting with those who were
nicely dressed and wore gloves, but they would come to a Mission Hall like
this’. After all it wasn’t a church, but a mission, and one that has walked the
roads of South Norwood and served its community faithfully for a hundred and
twenty years.

John Hickman
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